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ABSTRACT. An example of an indecomposable Daniell integral is given.

0. Introduction. There is a useful approach to the integration of real-valued

functions on a set X, alternate to integrating with respect to a measure, defined on

a CT-algebra of subsets of X. It goes as follows.

Suppose that L(X) is a vector lattice of real-valued functions /: X —► R; that

is, L(X) is a vector space under pointwise addition and scalar multiplication, and

the function |/| : x t-* \f(x)\, x e. X, belongs to L(X) whenever / does.

A linear mapping u: L(X) —► R is called a Daniell integral if u(\f\) > 0 whenever

/ G L(X), and if fn G L(X), n = 1,2,..., is a sequence of functions decreasing

pointwise to zero, then limn_oo u(fn) = 0.

It may be assumed from the outset that a given Daniell integral u: L(X) —* R

is defined on a vector lattice L(X) which is complete with respect to the seminorm

/ i—► u(|/|), / G L(X); if not, then the vector lattice can be completed in the

standard way. Then there exists a (not necessarily finite) measure space (X, S, p)

such that L(X) coincides with the family fZ1(X, E,p) of all p-integrable functions

and

(1) u(f)= f fdp   for all / € L(X),
Jx

provided that the vector lattice L(X) satisfies Stone's condition (that is, it is a Stone

vector lattice): the function x •—► min(/(j), 1), a; G A, belongs to L(X) whenever f

does.

The unique measure space (X, S,p) for which (1) holds and £ is the cr-algebra

generated by L(X) is then easily characterized [2, 71G].

However, if L(X) is not a Stone vector lattice, then it contains too few functions

to determine a representing measure p for which (1) holds. Furthermore, there are

Daniell integrals, even with stronger convergence properties, which do not have any

representing measures at all [4].

Nevertheless, there are still interesting examples of Daniell integrals on vector

lattices failing Stone's condition which do have representing measures. For exam-

ple, Kluvánek [7] has shown that a conical measure defined on a vector lattice of

functions on a product of real lines has a decomposable representing measure. In-

cidentally, Kluvánek's result has recently been shown to be relevant to the spectral

theory of operators [8].

A gap in Kluvánek's proof was filled by R. Becker [1], who also showed that

for any Daniell integral u: L(X) —► R (completed as before), there exists a family
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of functions /, G L(X), l G I, sets Xt C X, i G /, and finite measure spaces

(At,£t,pt), i G i, such that /t(x) > 0 for all x G XL, f/fL is pt-integrable on XL

for every / G L(X), and

(2) «(/) = £/   ///***•    for all / G L(X).
te/   x'

Thus by enlarging the set A to the disjoint sum (JlEl Xx {¿}, the Daniell integral

u can be represented by a direct sum of measures with local changes of scale.

In Kluvánek's example [7], there is no need to enlarge the set X, the sets XL C X,

t G I, are already pairwise disjoint, and for each t G I, the function fu is identically

one on Xt. It is, therefore, natural to ask if the representation (2) is always possible

for a pairwise disjoint family of sets XL, i G /, finite measure spaces (At,St,pt),

t G I and functions fL positive on XL for each l g I. If such a representation is

possible for a Daniell integral u, then u is said to be decomposable. If not, then

it is said to be indecomposable. The problem can be viewed as finding a family of

pairwise disjoint local units for the vector lattice L(X) sufficient to determine u.

An example of an indecomposable Daniell integral on a Stone vector lattice is

given in §1.

1. An indecomposable Daniell integral. The task of constructing an inde-

composable Daniell integral is related to the problem considered in [3] of enlarging

a measure space to make it decomposable.

A complete, locally determined, Maharam measure space (X, £, p) (see [3] for

the terminology) for which there exists no decomposable measure space (X, Y,v)

with EcT and v\ E = p is produced in [3, Example 11]. However the example

does depend on axioms known to be consistent with the usual axioms of set theory,

and moreover, it is eliminated under the generalized continuum hypothesis. Similar

techniques are useful in the present context, but there is no need to resort to special

axioms.

Let lvi be the first uncountable ordinal. A set F C wi is closed (in the order

topology of ui ) if and only if sup B G F for all nonempty countable subsets B of

F. A subset of uii is said to be bounded if it is contained in some order interval

[0,/?], ß < Wi. Clearly, a subset of u>i is bounded if and only if it is countable.

A closed and unbounded (that is, uncountable) subset of wi is termed a club. A

set A C oji is said to be stationary if A n F ^ 0 for all clubs FCwi. Therefore,

A C wi is nonstationary whenever there exists a club FCwj such that An F = 0.

EXAMPLE. There exists a set X, a Stone vector lattice L(X) of functions on X,

and a Daniell integral u: L(X) —> R (with L(X) completed as before) such that u

is indecomposable.

PROOF. Let X = oji. Let 0J2 be the least ordinal of greater cardinality than #%.

First we show that there exists a family (Aa)a<UJ2 of uncountable nonstationary

subsets of X such that Aa D Aß is countable whenever a < ß < ui2-

The sets Aa, a < u>2, are constructed recursively. Start with any uncountable,

nonstationary subset of Wj ; they do exist. Suppose that a < u>2 and the collection

(Aß)ß<a of uncountable nonstationary subsets with the required property is given.

We need to construct Aa.
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If a = 0, set F — cji; otherwise express a as {ß^ : £ < wi}. For each £ < wi, the

set Aß( is nonstationary, so there exists a club Fç such that Aß( flFç — 0. The set

F = {€:€<«!, íei1,    forall/?<£}

is a club. The proof is standard [5, Lemma 7.5], but it is reproduced here to make

the argument as self-contained as possible.

To see that F is closed, let B be a nonempty countable subset of F and set

ç = supF. Thus ç < oji. Let n < ç. Suppose that c ^ Fj,. Then because F„ is

closed, there exists 6 < ç such that F„ does not meet [9, ç}. Let £ be an element of

B such that max(r?, 6) < £ < ç. But B C F, so £ G F, r¡ < £ and £ <£ F1,,, which is

a contradiction. Therefore, ç € Fv for all r/ < c, so ç G F.

The set F is seen to be unbounded in the following way. Let £n < wj. Define

£n, n = 1,2,..., recursively by

£„+i = min      fj  Fv \ [0, £„]    , n = 0,1,....

\n<in J

It is easily checked that £n < £„+i < wi for all n = 0,1,_Set £ — sup{£„ : n =

0,1,... }. If r\ < £, then there exists a number n = 0,1,... such that r¡ < £n, and

by the definition of £m, we have £m+i G F, for all m > n. Since F, is closed,

Ç E F„. As p. < £ is arbitrary, £ G F. Furthermore, £0 < wi is arbitrary and

£0 < £, so F is unbounded.

The intersection of the set F with each set Aß , £ < wi, is countable. To see

this, let £ < u\. Then Aß( n F€ = 0, so F n A^ C F \ Fc. If ç G F \ F€, then
CS.Fr, for all r/ < ç and c ^ F^, so we must have ç < £ + 1. Therefore, F \ F^ is

countable and so is F n A^^.

The set Aa we are seeking can now be taken to be any uncountable nonsta-

tionary subset of F. Such sets exist; for example, let (#(£))£<Wl be the increasing

enumeration of F, and put Aa = {#(£ -f 1): £ < oji}. Then because F is closed,

the set

{#(£) : £ < wi is a limit ordinal}

is a club not intersecting Aa, so Aa is nonstationary.

The required Daniell integral is the integral with respect to a measure p defined

as follows. Let E be the tr-algebra of all subsets F of A such that either E n Aa is

countable or Aa \ E is countable for every a < u)2- For each E G E, write

Pe = {ot < <¿2 : E n Aa is uncountable},

and set p(E) equal to the number of elements of the set Pe whenever it is finite,

and 00 otherwise. We must check that p is additive; that is, PeC\Pf — 0 whenever

F,FGE andFl~lF = 0.

Suppose then, that F, F G E, F n F = 0, and o G Fe n PF. Then F n Aa is

uncountable and F n Aa is uncountable. Since F G E, AQ \ F must be countable.

But because FnF = 0, we have FflAQ c Aa\E, contradicting the uncountability

of F n Aa. Therefore, PE n Pf = 0 as required.

The additive set function p: E —> [0,00] is clearly cr-additive. Let ¿(A) be the

space of all p-integrable functions and define the Daniell integral u: L(X) —» R by

u(f)=f fdp,      feL(X).
Jx
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Now suppose that there exists a family of pairwise disjoint sets XL, i G I, func-

tions /t G L(X), t G I, and finite measure spaces (XL, Et, pj, i G I, such that for

each i G I, fi(x) > 0 for all x G XL and (f/ ff) \ XL is pt-integrable, and the equality

«(/) = E/ fif^

holds for all / G ¿(A). The sum is absolutely convergent. It may be assumed

that for each t G I, (XL, Et, pL) is a complete measure space. For each i £ I, the

smallest cr-algebra of subsets of XL for which each function (///t) | XL, f G L(X),

is measurable is actually the smallest cr-algebra YL of subsets of XL for which each

function /1XL, f G L(X), is measurable; therefore YL c Et.

The characteristic function of a set A C X is denoted by xa- For each t G I,

j = 1,2,..., set

X{ltj) = {x(=X:j-l< fL(x) < j}; p(tj) = (xxiltj)/fc)Pi-

Then the sets XtL¡j-¡, (t,j) G i x N are pairwise disjoint, and

«(/) =    E     /      fd^Jh      feL(x).
(i,j)€IxNJx(''3)

Now let K = I x N and let the measure space (X, Y, u) be the direct sum of the

finite measure spaces (AK,EK,pK), k G K; that is,

r = {F c A: F n XK G EK for each k G K},

u(E)=^2nK(Er\XK),        EeY.
kEK

For each (i,j) G K, the cr-algebra E(t,j) is the collection of all sets Ffl A(tJ),

F G Et. Then v(E) = p(E) whenever F G E and p(E) < oo. Because the measure

spaces (X, Y, u) and (X, E, p) are both semifinite, their magnitudes are the same

[3]. Therefore, the cardinality of the set K is N2. However, there cannot be K2

disjoint subsets of oji, so this is a contradiction. The Daniell integral u is therefore

indecomposable.

The example is certainly pathological, but it is not the purpose of this note to

analyze its pathology. The notion of a compact vector lattice of functions [6] may

be useful for showing that a given Daniell integral is decomposable.
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pointing out an error in an earlier "proof" that every Daniell integral is decompos-
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The referee kindly suggested the following shorter construction of the collection

Oi)cx<bJ2 ■

There exists a disjoint collection of sets D in X such that

(1) A G D implies |A| = |A|, and

(2)|P| = |A|.
By Zorn's lemma there exists a maximal collection of sets C in X such that

(i) DcC,
(ii) A,B G C and A ^ B implies A n B is countable, and

(iii) AeC implies |A| = |A|.

(A
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We shall see that |C| = N2. If not, then since D C C, |C| = Ni. Thus the collection

C may be indexed by wi, so that C = {Aa: a G oji}. Let Ba = Aa \ Uß<aAa.

Then Ba C Aa and Ba \ Aa is countable for all a € Wi. Also, the collection

{FQ : a G <¿i} is a disjoint collection of sets each with cardinality Ni. Now choose

a point from each set Ba and call the resulting set A. It is easy to see that Aa n A

is countable for each a G Wi, and |A| = Ni. This contradicts the maximality of C.

Hence |C| = N2.
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